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Abstract 
 

Mobile opportunistic network is a kind of ad hoc networks, which implements the multi-hop 
routing communication with the help of contact opportunity brought about by the mobility of 
the nodes. It always uses opportunistic data transmission mode based on store-carry-forward 
to solve intermittent connect problem of link. Although many routing schemes have been 
proposed, most of them adopt the greedy transmission mode to pursue a higher delivery 
efficient, which result in unfairness extremely among nodes. While, this issue has not been 
paid enough attention up to now. In this paper, we analyzed the main factors that reflect 
fairness among nodes, modeled routing selection as a multiple attribute decision making 
problem, and proposed our Fairness-aware Routing Strategy, named FARS. To evaluate the 
performance of our FARS, extensive simulations and analysis have been done based on a 
real-life dataset and a synthetic dataset, respectively. The results show that, compared with 
other existing protocols, our FARS can greatly improve the fairness of the nodes when 
ensuring the overall delivery performance of the network. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the popularity of mobile intelligent terminal and the rapid development of short 
distance wireless communication technology, mobile devices (mobile phones, tablet PCs, etc.) 
carried by the ordinary users can be easily used to form a new typical of mobile ad hoc 
network, which is called Mobile Opportunistic Networks(MONs) [1,2,3]. MONs breaks the 
constraint of full connectivity in traditional network, which is more suitable for the actual 
demand for self-networking. MONs has broad application prospects in sensor networks, 
wildlife tracking, vehicle network and network services of underdeveloped areas, which has 
greatly improved the people's production and life style and attracted the close attention of 
academia in recent years. 

In MONs, due to the frequent movement of nodes and constant change of network 
topology, it is difficult to find a stable end-to-end path between nodes in the network [4]. 
Therefore, "store-carry-forward" mechanism is usually be used to handle intermittent 
connectivity in most existing opportunity-based routing methods for MONs [5], and each node 
should independently make forwarding decisions under this mechanism.  

At present, although there have been a lot of researchers on the issue of opportunities 
routing, most of them adopt the greedy transmission mode to pursue a higher delivery efficient, 
and choose the nodes with higher-utility values as the relay node, which may easily result in 
the small part of nodes bear most of the forwarding task, and cause the unfairness of data 
delivery amount among nodes. Especially in selfish environment, this type of routing will 
eventually lead to sabotage and cooperation due to the unfairness of nodes, resulting in a 
decline in network performance. 

In this paper, we take into account of various factors that would cause unfairness among 
nodes, and model the routing problem as a multiple attribute decision making (MADM) 
problem, which make the selection of the relay nodes more reasonable. Extensive experiments 
are made to evaluate the performance of our protocol and other classic protocols based on 
Infocom05[27] and TVCM model[26], and the results are discussed and analyzed in many 
aspects. 

In summary, the main controbution of this paper are outlined as follows. 
• The main factors that reflect the fairness of the nodes are analyzed, and the routing 

selection is modeled as a MADM problem. 
• A novel Fairness-aware routing strategy, named FARS, is proposed, which can greatly 

inprove the fairness of data deliver amount of nodes when ensuring the overall delivery 
performance of the network. 

• Extensive experiments are made to evaluate the performance of our protocol and other 
classic protocols based on a real-life mobility trace of Infocom05 and a synthetic trace, 
and the results are discussed and analyzed in many aspects. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we survey the related work in Section 2. 
Section 3 introduces network model, and further presents our LBRS in Section 4. We show 
simulation and evaluation in Section 5, simulation results and discussion in Section 5.5, 
followed by the conclusion and future work in Section 6. 
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2. Related Work 
In order to seize the fleeting opportunity and improve the success delivery rate, multiple 
replication is common used to maximize the number of successful delivered packets. A typical 
routing protocol is Epidemic [6], which uses flooding pattern to diffuse the copies of a 
message in networks. It can obtain the highest success delivery rate, the largest cost and leads 
to relatively better fairness among nodes in the case of unlimited resources, such as device 
energy, node buffer, link bandwidth, and so on. But in practice, resources are limited, and too 
many copies will expend a lot of network resources and lead to network congestion easily, 
which can in turn inhibit the performance of network delivery.  

In order to reduce the number of copies of packets, utility function is usually used to 
indicate the delivery probability of a node in the network, and nodes with higher utility values 
are usually selected as relay nodes, which can increase the probability of successful packet 
delivery while reducing the number of message copies. In Prophet [7], the utility value of a 
node is defined as the contact probability between this node and the destination node, and the 
packets is only forwarded to the encounter node that has a higher encounter probability with 
the destination node. The authors of [8] modeled data delivery as an online knapsack problem, 
and designed a user context-based message replication scheme that achieved efficient data delivery 
with deterministic cost, which had the goal to maximize the overall delivery probability of each 
datum using a constant number of message replications. The delivery probability is not a 
probability of two nodes meeting each other, but a probability that two nodes encounter each 
other within a given time. According to the temporal and spatial context information of node 
(meeting time, meeting time duration), the authors of [9] proposed a social context-based 
routing scheme named CIPRO, in which a BP Neural Network model is used to predict the 
context of nodes. Thus,  the source device knew when and where to start the routing process to 
maximize the transmission delay and minimize the network overhead.  

In recent years, the sociality is used to design routing strategy. The authors of [10] 
designed a friend-oriented forwarding strategy, which defined a utility function of friend 
relationship strength between the nodes based on contact frequency and contact time-duration. 
In literature [11], the authors defined the PeopleRank utility of each node to calculate node 
centrality. The authors of [12] introduced a utility function named SimBet based on the 
centrality and similarity of nodes. And in literature [13], the authors further merged the tie 
strength relationship into SimBet and named it SimBetST, which can avoid high load of 
central node. The authors of [14] proposed a forwarding strategy named BubbleRap, which 
considered global centrality, local centrality of a node, and node community label at the same 
time. In the literature [15], the authors used the information entropy theory to estimate 
centrality and similarity of the nodes and fused centrality and similarity at the stage of relay 
node selection.  

All the algorithms above are based on a certain utility function, and the nodes with higher 
utility value are selected as relay nodes when designing routing strategy. Compared with 
Epidemic, they have improved in performance more or less, while the number of copies of the 
message is greatly reduced. 

However, among the routing protocols above based on utility function, utility function of 
ndoe is always related to some global or local ‘status’ in the network. Those selected relay 
nodes in such routing protocols always bear the function of router of traditional network, and 
transfer the majority of the network traffic, which can easily lead to network congestion and 
unfairness among nodes. And the performance has not much improved. In actual, each 
individual user in mobile opportunistic network would pay more attention to its own data 
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delivery amount than the average performance of the whole system. One would feel unfairly if 
its own data delivery amount is far different from others around him. Thus, the unfairness 
among nodes would trigger the dissatisfaction of users whose data delivery amount is very 
different from the surrounding nodes. 

Therefore, we should take full account of the fairness when pursuing higher delivery 
performance. There are some researches on fairness in ad hoc networks, delay tolerant 
network and opportunistic networks. In literature [16], the authors proposed an on-demand 
multipath routing protocol with load balancing, and chose the nodes with higher energy than 
threshold value as relay nodes to distribute the traffic evenly in ad hoc network. The authors of 
literature [17] were aware of the problem of the fairness issues on the successful delivery rate 
among users brought about by multicopy utility-based routing protocol in MONs, and 
proposed fair packet forwarding strategy based on packet priority. In Literature [18], fairness 
issue was considered critical in disaster areas. Extensive simulation in terms of the fairness 
were carried out and the results of performance comparison shew that the development of 
advanced routing algorithm is now still an open issue. In literature [19], Mtibaa and his 
companion analyzed the trade-offs between fairness and efficiency in mobile opportunistic 
networks, proposed a FOG framework to ensure efficiency–fairness trade-off using local 
information, and implemented two real-time distributed fairness algorithms: PFA and MCFA. 
The authors of literature [20] introduced FairRoute, a routing algorithm inspired by the social 
processes of perceived interaction strength and assortativity, to overcome unfair load 
distribution and inefficiencies. In literature [22], SCGR was proposed to optimize both 
fairness and throughput. A node would be selected as relay nodes based on the multi-hop 
delivery probability and its queue length. 

Although the fairness issue was taken into account in protocols above in some degree, in 
essence, the ‘status’ of the node was still used to make routing, and the fairness index has not 
been improved significantly. There are some factors which have a marginal effect on fairness 
among nodes, and some will reflect the fairness. In this paper, these factors were 
comprehensively considered, and the routing problem was modeled as a multiple attribute 
decision making(MADM) problems, which make the selection of the relay nodes more 
reasonable. Extensive experiments are made to evaluate the performance of our protocol and 
other classic protocols based on Infocom05 and TVCM model, and the results are discussed 
and analyzed in many aspects. 

3. Network Structure and Assumption 

In order to descript problem conveniently, in this section, we briefly give the network structure 
of MONs and assumptions used. 

3.1 Network Structure 

Firstly, we consider a MON as a symmetric weighted graph G(V, E). In which, V is the set of 
nodes, V={N1,N2,…NN}, N≥1 and N is the number of nodes in the network. E is the set of 
edges, E={e12,e13,…eij,…}, i≠j, 1≤i, j≤N, and eij is the weight of the edge between node i 
and j. In MONs, the carriers of all nodes are humans, which can be moving everywhere. The 
nodes move in accordance with their daily routine, hobbies and so on. If and only if two nodes 
enter into each other's wireless communication range, it can be considered that there is a 
physical contact between them, and data exchange may be carried out at that time. According 
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to the graph G(V, E), we can extract the property of each node and relationship between nodes 
in the whole or local network. 

In order to make it easier to understand, we give two snapshots of the structure of the 
network in Fig. 1. There are five nodes, which are represented as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively. 
The line between a pair of nodes indicates that there is at least one physical contact between 
them, and the value above the line shows the weight of relationship between the corresponding 
node pair. From t1 to t2, the instantaneous structure graph of the network has changed a lot 
because of the movement of nodes.  

 

Fig. 1. Two snapshots of network structure 

3.2 Problem Description 

Due to the frequent movement of nodes, there rarely exists an end-to-end path between 
source node and destination node in the network. Therefore, "store-carry-forward" mode is 
usually be used in most existing opportunity-based routing methods for MONs. Fig. 2 
illustrates forwarding process of a packet from the sender to the receiver using the 
“store-carry-forward” mode. At time t1, the sender S and the receiver D were located in two 
disconnected sub region, and there was not a complete path between them. So S would forward 
this packet to A. Due to node A also failed to reach node D directly, it carried the packet and 
waited for appropriate forwarding opportunity. At time t2, node A entered the communication 
range of node E and then forwarded the packet to E, and at following time t3, node E met 
receiver D and then finished this data transfer.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Store-carry-forward mode 

 
From Fig. 2, it can be seen easily that in the weak link of network state, store-carry-forward 

mode is an effective opportunistic data transfer mode, but the selection of relay nodes 
significantly affects the performance of data transmission. Therefore, the key of opportunistic 
data transmission under the condition of weak connection state in MONs is to find a better 
relay node selection strategy. This paper aims to design a more reasonable routing strategy to 
pursue fairness of delivery amount among nodes as much as possible along with guaranteed 
data delivery. 
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3.3 Assumptions  

The node of MONs may be a vehicle mounted intelligent equipment or a smart phone 
carried by mobile user. If a node is vehicle-mounted equipment, it is continuously powered by 
the car battery. If a node is a smart phone, it can continuously work for about 3 days on average, 
which is enough for data delivery. Therefore, the nodal energy is not considered during our 
routing design. A mobile user will use his/her mobile device to do all kinds of things instead of 
just helping us to forward data, and can get a certain satisfaction and accomplishment from the 
completing of the task. Therefore, users hope that their own data delivery amount and success 
delivery rate is not so far different from those of the surrounding users. But, fairness of 
delivery amount among nodes is related to various factors, such as residual buffer size, data 
delivery amount, social relations between nodes and social status, etc. Network topology 
changes frequently and network global information is not easy to be obtained, but when 
several nodes meet, factors related to these nodes can be shared conveniently. We can 
construct reasonable routing strategy according to the related factors of these nodes. So, in 
order to simplify this issue, we assume that the initial buffers of all the mobile users and the 
Time-to-Live(TTL) of all generated packets are equal. In addition, we assume that all nodes 
are selfless and they are all willing to forward messages for others. 

4. Fairness-aware Routing Strategy  

In this section, we introduce our fairness-aware routing strategy in detail. As mentioned 
above, relying so heavily on nodes with higher ‘status’ will result in the unfairness among 
nodes. So, in order to avoid or reduce the occurrence of this situation, in our routing protocol, 
instead of using the global ‘status’ of a node as a metric, we considered three factors associated 
with fairness comprehensively, modeled the routing problem as a MADM problem [23], 
utilized an entropy method to decide the weight of each factor, and then make routing decision 
according to this sorting. 

Therefore, in the first part of this section, we will show the relationship between these three 
factors and fairness and define them, then we will introduce the implementation steps of 
MADM based on entropy. And in the third part, we will introduce our FARS carefully. 

4.1 Definition of Related Factors 

In MONs, there are some factors which have a marginal effect on fairness among nodes, 
and some will reflect the fairness. Contact strength between node pair reflects not the central 
position of the node but the relationship between any node pair in the network. So, making 
routing decision depending on this indicator maybe improve the delivery rate more or less, but 
it does not lead to a large amount of data aggregation to a small number of nodes and will not 
bring obvious unfairness. Historical data delivery amount of node and residual sequence 
length represent the amount of data delivered by a node and the current cache occupancy of the 
node, respectively, which indicate the delivery ability of nodes and reflect the fairness among 
nodes directly. So, we take these three main factors into account comprehensively. Next, we 
will give the definitions of three factors.  
• Historical Data Delivery Amount Historical data delivery amount refers to the total 

amount of data delivered before this time. The bigger this value is, the more data the node 
has forwarded in the past. From the view of fairness, we hope that this value is not too 
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large or too small. To avoid increasing the weight of unfairness, the nodes with larger 
historical data delivery amount is not the best relay nodes. So, this indicator should be 
smaller. And, we use f1 to represent this metric in the following sections. 

• Residual Sequence Length It refers to residual buffer of a node. It can be represented by 
the difference between initial buffer and occupied buffer size of a node. The bigger this 
value is, the larger the residual sequence space is, and the larger amount the node can 
forward in the future. We use f2 to represent this metric in the following sections. 

• Contact Strength It refers to the contact strength between any node pair. Generally, 
contact strength is related to the contact duration and contact frequency. In this paper, we 
define contact strength using Equ(1). Here, .i jCN is the contact number of node Ni with 
node Nj in a certain time, and iCN  is the total contact number of node Ni with all the 
others nodes in the network in a certain time. .i jCD  is the historical average contact 
duration between node Ni and Nj in a certain time, and iCD  is the total historical average 
contact duration between node Nj and all the other nodes in a certain time. α and β  are 
two coefficients, respectively. This metric is represented as f3 in the following sections. 

,
ij ij

i j
i ij i ij

CN CD
CS

CN CN CD CD
α β= ⋅ + ⋅

− −
                                       (1) 

4.2 Entropy-based MADM 

In this section, the routing problem was modeled as a MADM problem. And then, a 
fairness-aware routing strategy, named FARS, was proposed. We consider the former three 
factors, referred to as f1, f2, f3, respectively, and utilize an entropy [24] method to decide the 
weight of each attribute. Detailed steps are outlined as follows. 

① Build a decision matrix 
Assuming there are m nodes that encountered at the same time, that is, there are m 

candidates schemes to be selected. Therefore, decision matrix X is as Equ.(2) 
1 2 3

11 12 13

21 22 23

1 2 3m m m

f f f
x x x
x x x
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x x x
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                                                      (2) 

Each entry xij in the matrix is the factor fj of node i, 1 , 1 3i m j≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ . 

② Linear proportional transformation 
  When making decision, the index that is expected a larger value is defined as positive 
indicator, and the others, the reverse indicators. Therefore, f1 is reverse index, and f2, f3 are 
positive ones. After the linear scaling transformation, all the indexes are positive indicators. 

   For positive indicator, *

1
max 0j iji m

x x
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   For reverse indicator, *
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z i m j

x
= ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤　 . 

③ Standardizing decision matrix 
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The decision matrix X is transformed into Y, here, , and 

                                                 (3) 

④ Calculating entropy  as 

                                               (4) 

⑤ Measure differential coefficient of entropy as 
                                                          (5) 

⑥ Compute the weight  of congestion factor as 

                                                         (6) 

4.3 Description of FARS 

In this paper, our goal is to design an efficient routing strategy that can improve the fairness 
of delivery amount among nodes as much as possible along with guaranteed data delivery. 
After analyzing the factors related to node fairness, we use MADM algorithm based on 
entropy method to calculate the weight of every factors. And then, the gains of m candidate 
nodes can be obtained by Equ.(7). 

                                                      (7) 

 Fig. 3. An example of FARS 
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When a node carrying data packets finds other nodes within its communication range, it will 
determine the total number m of these nodes. The variable of m denotes the number of nodes 
which are the candidates of relays. Then, their respective three factors, namely historical data 
delivery amount, residual sequence length and contact strength, will be shared among them. 
Next, a decision matrix will be formed and MADM based on entropy method can be made. 
And lastly, the gain of each node can be calculated according to the Equ.(7). The gain of each 
node is sorted by descending order, and the nodes carrying data will forward the data to the 
nodes with larger gains. An example for FARS is expressed as Fig. 3, and Table 1 illustrates 
our forwarding strategy in detail. 

 
Table 1. The pseudocode of FARS 

Nodes Nj, j=2,3,…m enter the wireless transmission range of node N1, which carried packets k (whose 
destination id node D) at the same time; 
if Nj = D then 

forwarding packet k to node Nj; 
update f1, f2, f3 for node Nj, j=1,2,3,…m ; 

end 
else 

Building decision matrix X, calculating gains Pi for nodes Ni , i=1,2,…m using entropy method; 
for j=2; j≤m; j++ do 
    if Pj≥P1 then 
        forwarding packet m to node Nj; 

update f1, f2, f3 for node Nj, j=1,2,3,…m; 
         end 
    end 
end 

 
From Table 1 and Fig. 3, it can be seen that the nodes carrying packets is responsible for 

collecting three factors of all nodes it encountered at the same time, building decision matrix 
and making routing decision. Three factors, including historical data delivery amount and 
residual sequence length, are fully considered when selecting relay nodes, the parameters of 
related factors can be obtained automatically using entropy method, and every factor of every 
encountered node will be updated after forwarding packets. So, our FARS can overcome the 
problem of subjectivity and poor dynamic adaptability in the existing weight distribution. In 
the next sections, we will use the experimental results and analysis to illustrate the 
effectiveness of our algorithm. 

5. Simulation and Evaluation 
Here, our FARS is evaluated with three typical utility-based forwarding schemes based on 

a real-life dataset and a synthetic mobile model. The compared algorithms and data sets are 
introduced first. Then, we describe the performance metrics and, finally, show the results. 

5.1 Algorithms Compared 

 We evaluate the performance of FARS against three schemes, namely Epidemic routing[6], 
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SimBet[12] and FairRoute[20]. Epidemic routing is a flooding multi-copy algorithm and has 
the optimal fairness degree, which is usually used as a baseline for comparison in the study of 
routing design for such kind of networks. SimBet used two social measures to design routing, 
and is a very typical example of greedy mechanism routing, which is appropriate as a 
comparison algorithm in this paper. FairRoute is the only work which devoted to the study of 
workload fairness during data routing for such kind networks in recent years, and has been 
cited for many times, which means that it has been widely recognized by the experts in the 
field of research. So these three schemes are chosen as comparison algorithms, and they are 
described as following:  
• Epidemic routing[6]  

It is a flooding multicopy algorithm which is often used as a baseline for comparison. If 
the energy and buffer are sufficient, this strategy can achieve the optimal success delivery 
rate, delivery delay [28] and fairness degree, while achieving the highest cost. But in the 
case of resource constrained, its delivery performance will be the worst[29]. So, its 
transmission delay and the balancing degree can be used as the baseline for evaluating 
several protocols. 

• SimBet[12]  
Its Utility is evaluated by combining two social measures (betweenness centrality and 
similarity) according to the potential social graph of contact traces. The betweenness of a 
node is defined as the proportion of shortest paths between all possible node pairs that 
pass through this node. Similarity is defined as the total number of common friends 
between nodes. We set parameter α = 0.5 according to the author’s suggestion. 

• FairRoute[20]   
Inspired by the social processes of perceived interaction strength and assortativity, the 
authors introduced FairRoute, where messages are forwarded to users that have a stronger 
social relation and similar queue length with the destination node of the message. As 
mentioned in Section 2, FairRoute improves the balance of traffic load by controlling the 
queue size and is different from our focus on the fairness of data delivery amount. 

5.2 Dataset Introduction 

In our simulations, we make comparison our FARS with other algorithms based on a 
real-life mobility trace of Infocom05 gathered by the Haggle Project [25] and a synthetic trace 
obtained by TVCM model[26], referred to as TVCM in the following sections.  

In Infocom05[27], the devices were distributed to 41 students attending the Infocom 
student workshop. Participants belong to different social communities (depending on their 
country of origin, research topic, etc.). The characteristics of Infocom05, such as inter-contact 
and contact distribution, have been explored in several studies [12,13,14] previously, to which 
we refer the reader for further background information.  

For the synthetic contact model, we use the TVCM model to generate a synthetic dataset. It 
is a realistic model which is obtained from traces of wireless LAN (Local Area Network). The 
authors incorporate in these models two mobility characteristics: skewed location visiting 
preferences and periodical re-appearance. The TVCM includes communities that the mobile 
nodes are visited often. In recent years, there have been a lot of researches on this 
model[30,31]. In our simulations, we generate a synthetic mobility trace based on MIT 
parameters using TVCM model, where 100 nodes move in a square area 1000m × 1000m, the 
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speed ranges from 1 to 3 m/s, communication range is 30m, and the maximum simulation time 
is one day. We also set time interval to 1s for update locations of nodes to avoid too large 
moving trace file. 

These two datasets utilized are summarized in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Characteristics of dataset 
Dataset Infocom05 TVCM 

Duration(days) 3 1 
Number of experimental devices 41 100 

Number of contacts 7907 212684 
Average contact number/pair 9.64 42.97 

5.3 Performance Metric  

In our simulation, we will compare and evaluate our routing strategy with the others in 
terms of the following metrics. 
• Success delivery rate. This metric indicates the successful arrival rate of data packets, 

which can be computed as Equ.(8) illustrates: 
/ 100%rate delived totalR N N= ×                                                   (8)  

Where, delivedN represents the number of packets that are successfully delivered to the 
destination node and totalN  is the total number of packets generated during the simulation. It is 
preferred that this value becomes closer to 1. The higher value implies the more reliable 
network. 
• Delivery cost. The average duplicates of a packet is often used to indicate delivery cost, 

which can be expressed by Equ.(9): 

cos ,dup
1

/
totalN

t i total
i

D N N
=

= ∑                                                       (9) 

where i,dupN  denotes the total duplicates of packet i. This value should be small as much as 
possible. The lower value implies the lighter network cost. 
• Fairness index. It is a Jain’s fairness index [32], which can be used to show the 

equilibrium degree of node loads in the network. It can be computed using the following 
equation: 

2
,

1

2
,

1

( )
N

i t
i

N

i t
i

L
Fairness

N L

=

=

=
⋅

∑

∑
                                                        (10) 

Where, ,i tL  denotes the historical data delivery amount of node Ni at a certain moment t. It is 
preferred that this value becomes closer to 1. The higher value implies the better fairness 
among nodes in the networks. 

5.4 Simulation Setup   

In order to evaluate the performance of our FARS with other algorithms, we have developed 
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a framework for MONs using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. In the framework, simulator can 
read the mobility trace line by line and make a judgment about the existence of multi nodes 
encounter. During each time of simulation, the simulator will generate one packet after 
reading one line of mobility trace, and the total number of packets generated is 1000. For each 
packet, its source and destination nodes are all selected randomly, and its birth time is the real 
time when the line of mobility trace is generated. All generated packets have the same TTLs. If 
all the packets in the network expire, the simulation is finished. All nodes in dataset can be as 
source node or destination node. FIFO (First In First Out) strategy is used for every protocol in 
which the first packet reaching the buffer will be dropped when the buffer of node is full. 

In order to fully evaluate our strategy, we have run our routing strategy and three compared 
protocols based on the datasets of Infocom05 and TVCM, respectively. In this section, we will 
give the detailed simulation results and analysis.  

5.5 Comparative Results and Analysis   

The results of success delivery rate based on four protocols are shown in Fig. 4. It can be 
seen that our FARS has achieved the relatively best performance in terms of success delivery 
rate compared with other three protocols. Taking Infocom05 as an example, the success 
delivery rate of FARS is 30% greater than Epidemic, 25% greater than SimBet and 15% 
greater than FairRoute. The reason is that: several main factors related to fairness, including 
historical data delivery amount, sequence length and contact strength, are fully considered in 
our FARS, which can avoid a large number of packets being delivered only by individual 
nodes with higher social property. Thus, our FARS can improve the success delivery rate of 
data packet by allowing more nodes with second high social property, lighter historical data 
delivery amount and relatively few buffer occupancy to participate in data delivery. 

 

   
                          (a)                                                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 4. Comparisons of success delivery rate on ( a)Infocom05(b) TVCM 
 

The fairness index based on four protocols is shown in Fig. 5. From this figure we can easily 
conclude that fairness index of FARS is the highest and the SimBet’s is the least. The reason is 
that: several main factors that reflect current fairness state of nodes, including residual 
sequence length and historical data delivery amount, are fully considered in our FARS, but in 
FairRoute, there are only social relation and queue length being taken into account. When 
selecting relay nodes, the historical data delivery amount of candidate node is an important 
factor, and the nodes with smaller historical data delivery amount are more likely to be 
selected as relay node, which can avoid the nodes with more historical data delivery amount to 
delivery more data. It's not hard to understand why FARS got a relatively high fairness index. 
In order to show the superiority of FARS more clearly, we also give the contrast of sending 
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data distribution of nodes in Infocom05 in Fig. 6 specifically. For comparison, sending data 
amounts have been normalized by dividing by the maximum number of sending data. From 
Fig. 6, it can also be concluded easily that FARS does greatly improve the fairness of data 
delivery amount among nodes. 

 

                                                   (a)                                                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 5. Comparisons of fairness index ( a)Infocom05(b) TVCM 

 
Fig. 6. Comparisons of distribution of sending data amount based on Infocom05 

 
Fig. 7 gives the average costs of the four strategies based on Infocom05 and TVCM trace, 

respectively. In order to make the metric of average cost more meaningful, we have excluded 
data packets that have not reached the destination node, and only calculate the average copy 
number of the packets that be delivered successfully. From this figure, it can be seen that 
Epidemic almost has the highest average cost, while the average cost of FARS is the lowest. 
The reason is that, the main factors which are related to the fairness of the nodes are fully 
considered when selecting relay nodes, so that the data exchange is limited to the nodes with 
about the same amount of the residual buffer and the historical data delivery, which can avoid 
generating a large number of data copies.  

 

                                                  (a)                                                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 7. Comparisons of average cost ( a)Infocom05(b) TVCM 
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6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a fairness-aware routing strategy named FARS that optimized 

delivery ratio and improved the fairness of nodes. Several main factors related to fairness were 
taken into account and the routing problem was modeled as a MADM problem, which made 
the selection of the relay nodes more reasonable. Extensive experiments were made to 
evaluate the performance of our FARS and other classic protocols based on Infocom05 and 
TVCM, and the results proved the validity and usefulness of our FARS. In future work, we 
will take measures to further shorten delivery delay and reduce the complexity of the 
algorithm. 
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